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My teaching and mathematical modeling experience
15 years teaching experience (3rd, 5th, 7th, and 8th grades)

Planned and implemented mathematical modeling with 6th-8th graders
Attended Modeling across the Curriculum (MaC) Workshop II in 2014

Prepared professional development for elementary teachers in mathematical modeling Facilitated a study group of 4th grade teachers who designed, implemented, and revised a math modeling lesson (IMMERSION)
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GAIMME:  who , what, where?



Sponsors:  COMAP and SIAM

in cooperation with



Inspiration – the GAISE Report



Context
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Anticipating what students will do--what strategies they will use--in solving a problemMonitoring their work as they approach the problem in classSelecting students whose strategies are worth discussing in classSequencing those students' presentations to maximize their potential to increase students' learningConnecting the strategies and ideas in a way that helps students understand the mathematics learned 





Standards of Mathematical Practice:Model with Mathematics



High School Modeling Challenges
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What is mathematical modeling?



Activity: Many meanings of modeling
In the context of mathematics teaching and learning, how have you heard/seen/used the term modeling?
2 min: think individually, make notes3 min: discuss in groups of 2-4



Raise your hand if your group mentioned
• Demonstration
• Manipulatives
• Symbolic representation
• Strategies (e.g. tape diagrams)
• Word problems
• 3-Act Task
• Real world problems



These are ALL appropriate uses of the term “modeling” 
• Demonstration
• Manipulatives
• Symbolic representation (e.g. box for variable)
• Strategies (e.g. tape diagrams)
• Word problems
• 3-Act Task



These are ALL appropriate uses 
of the term “modeling” but GAIMME focuses on 

Real world problemsMathematical modeling, both in the workplace and in school, 
uses mathematics to answer big, messy, reality-based questions.



Mathematical Modeling is a process that uses 
mathematics to represent, analyze, make predictions, or 
otherwise provide insight into real-world phenomena.



Mathematical Modeling is a process that uses 
mathematics to represent, analyze, make predictions, or 
otherwise provide insight into real-world phenomena.

big messy



My problem

Credit: http://www.united-states-map.com/topo/ustopo11.gif



Activity:  What is your problem?
Think of a problem you have encountered recently.
How can mathematics help you 

• understand something
• make a decision
• optimize something (best, fastest, cheapest, most fair)

about your problem?



What makes a good modeling problem?
• Context is relevant and important to students
• Openness

• Beginning:  multiple entry points, how you define the question
• Middle:  multiple mathematical approaches
• End:  multiple solutions

• Inspires questions right away to focus problem through assumptions
• Information needed to inform and test solutions
• Someone cares about solutions; solutions are useful



Math problem        Word problem        Modeling problem
Computation problem: 6 + 3 = ?
Word Problem: Jim has 6 pretzels and Suzy has 3 pretzels.  How many pretzels do Suzy and Jim have in all?
Why is this word problem not a modeling problem? 
“First, it does not have intrinsic value or meaning for students. Other than answering this problem for homework, why would students care about how many pretzels Jim and Suzy have? The word problem is closed at the beginning and the end. While students may use a few different approaches to reach the answer, such as drawing a picture and counting or writing and evaluating an arithmetic expression, all of the necessary data is clearly provided, and there is only one correct solution.”  --GAIMME p.10



Activity:  what might your students ask?
“In order to have students engage with the context more, you could ask the students to imagine that they are helping pack a picnic lunch, and they have to determine how many pretzels they need to pack. Students will need to take many factors into consideration.”



Possible Considerations/Variables
• How many people will be attending the picnic? 
• How many pretzels is each person likely to eat? 
• Does anyone have dietary restrictions that should be considered? 
• How much other food will be available at the picnic? 

Assumption



Making assumptions
Students must make assumptions
which will affect the outcome (solution) 
while still engaging in mathematical skills or standards 
such as adding whole numbers. 



How many pizzas should we order for our upcoming class party?
What assumptions would you make in order to solve this problem?  



How many pizzas should we order for an upcoming class party?
• How many people will attend?
• Number of slices each person eats
• Where we would order the pizza from (affects size of slices and desirability of pizza)
• Number of slices in a pizza
• Cost of the pizzas – if we order more expensive pizzas, we might have to limit or reduce the number of slices each person gets



Are My Students Modeling?
Did they start with a big, messy, real-world problem?

Did they askquestions to clarifyor focus the problem?

Can students explain if/whentheir model makes sense?

Are students using mathematicaltools to solve the problem?

Did the students make genuine choices and assumptions?

Are students testing and revising their model? 

Who cares about or is invested in the solution? 
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Facilitating Modeling in the Middle Grades



Middle school modeling advantages
Mathematical DevelopmentCreates a positive disposition toward mathematics, potential for fluencyMotivates mathematical processes and toolsLays groundwork for more sophisticatedmodelingDevelops teamwork skillsAllows for differentiation
AssessmentProvides communication opportunitiesHelps teachers identify misconceptions



• Informed the GAIMME report
• 3-year NSF grant to work with K-8 teachers
• Sites in urban, rural and suburban areas (VA, MT, and CA) and in Common core and non-common core states
• Ongoing, in the process of building a repository of modeling lessons for each grade level

http://nsfimmersion.gmu.edu/

Integrating Mathematical Modeling, Experiential learning and Research through a Sustainable Infrastructure and an Online Network for teachers in the elementary grades (K-6)



The Teacher/Student Modeling Cycle



Developing & anticipating

Enacting: Organize

Revisiting

MonitorRegroup

POSEQUESTIONS

BUILDSOLUTIONSVALIDATECONCLUSIONS

Framework for teachers’ roles in facilitating modeling, Carlson et. al. (2016). STUDENTACTIONS
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Activity:  developing and anticipating
How might your students use mathematics to approach the problem?
What tools, techniques, visualizations, strategies might they use?

Your parents want you to plan your lunches for the week. What should you take into consideration? What would you include? What is a reasonable amount to spend?



Middle Grades – Typical Approaches
Grade-level appropriate tasks:
• Ratios and proportions
• Linear relationships
• Collecting data and finding an average

Typical student approaches:
• Multiplication and division
• Creating a table
• Making a list
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Developing & anticipating

Enacting: Organize

Revisiting

MonitorRegroup

POSEQUESTIONS

BUILDSOLUTIONS
VALIDATECONCLUSIONS

Framework for teachers’ roles in facilitating modeling, Carlson et. al. (2016). STUDENTACTIONS

You launch task.  
Students refine problem, 
make assumptions,
choose their approach.



Gas Station Problem
Is it worth it to drive a little farther to a gas station that has cheaper gas?  What would make it worth it? 



Students’ thinking might initially look messy
Students may consider:

How much would it cost to drive to the farther station?
How many gallons of gas are we using to drive there and back?
How many miles farther away is the cheaper gas station?
How many miles per gallon (mpg) do we get?  

Students at this age group might use many separate calculations that involve the above considerations but may not necessarily be combined into one equation.





Stuck? Solve a simpler case



Gas Station Problem – Model #1
Cost of extra gas = 

Money saved   
Conclusion: If the cost of the extra gas is less than the amount of money you save, then it is worth it to drive farther to go to the cheaper station.



Different considerations

2 MI

3 MI



Gas Station Problem – Model #2
Only count the additional distance you have to travel outside of your normal route, not the distance between gas stations
Cost of extra gas = 

Money saved   =
Conclusion: If the cost of the extra gas is less than the amount of money you save, then it is worth it to drive to the farther station.



Gas Station Problem – Model #3
Takes into account:
• Cost of gas to drive extra distance
• Value of the person’s time
• Environmental concerns (carbon emissions) 
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Revisiting

MonitorRegroup
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Framework for teachers’ roles in facilitating modeling, Carlson et. al. (2016). STUDENTACTIONS

Teacher monitors
While students collect 
data and develop 
solutions



Developing & anticipating

Enacting: Organize

Revisiting

MonitorRegroup

POSEQUESTIONS

BUILDSOLUTIONSVALIDATECONCLUSIONS

Framework for teachers’ roles in facilitating modeling, Carlson et. al. (2016). STUDENTACTIONS

Teacher regroups the class 
periodically to help students 
reorganize, narrow focus, 
compare, report out.



Regroup:
• Mini-lesson
• Introduce a new tool (e.g., table, chart) or a new application of a previously learned tool 
• Focus/ organize work
• Have students share solutions in-progress



Developing & anticipating

Enacting: Organize

Revisiting

MonitorRegroup

POSEQUESTIONS

BUILDSOLUTIONSVALIDATECONCLUSIONS

Framework for teachers’ roles in facilitating modeling, Carlson et. al. (2016). STUDENTACTIONS

Same problem, new tool
OR same context, new problem.



Revisiting
• Combine solutions of groups
• Eliminate or add variables
• Change weights of variables 
• Think about the problem in a new way
• Which method was most efficient?
• Which method was communicated clearly so another reader could understand?



Anticipating what students will do--what strategies they will use--in solving a problemMonitoring their work as they approach the problem in classSelecting students whose strategies are worth discussing in classSequencing those students' presentations to maximize their potential to increase students' learningConnecting the strategies and ideas in a way that helps students understand the mathematics learned 



Revisiting: using the distributive property

Two ways to find the difference in price: 
• We could calculate the difference in the amount spent at both gas stations:   – g 
• Or we could first find the difference in price per gallon, then multiply that by the number of gallons:   ( – ) g 

P1 = first gas station’s priceP2 = second gas station’s priceg = the number of gallons purchased



Adapting the problem for middle-schoolers
What kind of sale on Hot Cheetos would make it worth going to a 7-Eleven in a different neighborhood instead of the closest 7-Eleven?  How many bags of Hot Cheetos would you have to buy to make it worth it for you?  Does it matter if you are walking versus getting a ride? 



Assessment and resources
Many options to be adapted to your problem and students.



Appendix A – Resources
Modeling in State, National, International Standardized Assessments
Modeling Competitions (high school)
• Moody’s Mega Math Challenge (M3 Challenge)
• High School Mathematical Contest in Modeling (HiMCM)
• Mathematical Contest in Modeling (MCM)
• Interdisciplinary Contest in Modeling (ICM)
Modeling handbook from M3 Challenge and COMAP mathmodels.org



Appendix B – modeling examples for elementary and middle grades
Big Idea:  to explain for a variety of problems what it looks like “over the shoulder” of a teacher facilitating modeling and responding to student work.
You will find even more examples in the upcoming repository with videos and lessons.  



Appendix D – Assessment
Many options to be adapted to your problem and students.



Assessment Tool: Set of questionsfor students for each stage of themodeling process
STAGE: DEFINING THE PROBLEM
• Describe the problem that your team has been asked to solve. What information do you need in order to solve this problem? 
• What does a solution to your problem “look like”? Is it possible that your solution will have more than one reasonable answer? Why? 
• What is the specific problem your model is going to solve? How can you complete this sentence “Our model will tell you _____” 



Assessment questions
paired with vocabulary for each stage of the modeling process



Assessment: Revisiting the pizza problem
• What is the problem you have been asked to solve?
• What ideas did you think about that you decided not to try?
• What assumptions have you made in order to simplify the problem?
• Which quantities are important?  
• Which quantities change and which ones stay the same? 



Project checklist for middle grades
□ Demonstrates understanding of the premise of the problem □ Explains use of variables □ Equations clearly written, include units□ Complete mathematical analysis presented and used to address problem□ Mechanics (spelling, grammar, format, style, mathematical notation)



Rubric 
For each stage of the modeling process defines:ideal (3 points)satisfactory (2 points)needs improvement (1 point)incomplete (0 points)



Presentation Rubric
Students fill out the rubricLikert scale (agree-disagree)2 short-answer questions



Modeling Principles
1. Modeling (like real life) is open-ended and messy.
2. When students are modeling, they must be making genuine choices. 
3. Assessment should focus on the process, not the product. 
4. Modeling does not happen in isolation.
5. Start big, start small, just start.
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Project checklist 2 
Many item checklistBased on “feral cat” problem





Popcorn model example 1
Cups of popcorn needed  
= (# people) * (2 cups per person) + (1/3) * (# people) * (2 cups per person) 
= (1 + 1/3) * (# of people) * (2 cups per person) 
= (4/3) * (# of people) * (2 cups per person) 



Popcorn model example 2
Cups of popcorn needed  
= (# people) * (2 cups per person) + 15 cups extra 



Popcorn model example 3
Cups of popcorn needed  
= (# adults) * (2 cups per adult) + (# kids) * (1 cup per kid)



Other ideas  PK - 8?



Math modeling process – see report



Grades PK-2
• Take one portion, count how many pieces you took
• Compare to others

• Pairs:  Who has more/fewer?
• Pairs:  How many more pieces does one person have than the other?
• Whole class:  Who has the most?  Least?

• Histogram of portion sizes
• Should we assume portion size is the biggest one?
• What if we make too much?  Too little?













1∗ – ∗ g   or    ( – ) ∗ g 



Activity:  How are these words related to each other?
BITBEGBIGBATBAGFATBAT





Mathematical Modelingis a superpower



Grades 3-5 –more independent, student-driven
• Histogram of portion sizes
• Should we assume portion size is the biggest one? Average one?
• For a given portion, plot number of people at party versus portions.
• How can we estimate how many people to expect at the party?
• What if we make too much?  Too little?
• What size and how many containers will we need based on our portion sizes and total amounts?



PK-2:  typical approaches
• Best way to do something
• Simple visualization of data or trends
• Voting and ranking
• Comparisons or ordering


